Revitalize water for gardens and landscapes / Improve mood and energy with negative ions / Calming sound of babbling water / Sustainably built with green materials / Easy and efficient to install and operate

EMERSON 2

A smaller version of the Emerson 1, this flowform has a magnificent, oscillating flow and is ideal for small to medium sized ponds, gardens and outdoor landscapes in single or multiple cascades. The Emerson is one of the original, classic models, named after Emerson College where it was developed. As the water pulses through in a gentle steady rhythm, the rocking lemniscate makes it a hypnotic display and functions well as a pond aeration and enlivening system.

Standard Colors

| Bone | Marsh Green | Coco | Portland Grey | Latte |

Diameter: 30”
Height: 8”
Weight: 70 lbs.
Optimal Flow Rate: 6 - 11 gpm
Price: $395 per piece
Price (for 3 or more): $350 per piece

Custom colors available with an additional charge